Abstract. Harmful contents are rising in internet day
INTRODUCTION
One of the main concerns in using the Internet is the existence of harmful (e.g. pornographic) contents and these non-desired materials are growing at increasing rate. According to [1] , 25% of the queries in search engines, 8% of emails, and 12% of homepages are porn-related. Therefore, recognizing harmful images is a big challenge in filtering systems.
Filtering methods for Pornographic contents are categorized in three major classes: (1) filtering the keywords for text contents related to pornographic contents, (2) filtering the access to these prohibited sites by collecting lists of adult website addresses, and (3) content-based analysis of images for detecting offensive materials. This last alternative has the benefit of allowing an adaptive, text-independent, and dynamic purifying of pornographic contents.
The first effort on classifying nude pictures has been done by Forsyth et al. [2, 3, 4] . In this technique, the images with large skin regions are detected and then using a particularly defined human structure [5] , the images containing human body parts are recognized as the nude ones. In this method, only the images with skin area larger than one third are fed to a geometric analyzer. The main drawback of this method is time inefficiency. Wang et al. developed a system named WIPE which employs Daubechies wavelets, normalized central moments, and color histograms to provide semantically-meaningful feature vector matching [6] . Jones and Rehg detect skin color by approximating the distribution of skin and non-skin color in the color space. After that, some simple features are extracted to detect pornographic images [7] . Bosson et al. proposed a pornography detection system which is also based on skin detection [8] . Zheng et al. construct a maximum entropy model for skin detection, and then nine low level geometric features are extracted from the detected skin region. Finally a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier is trained for image classification by using these features [9] . In [10] , adult image detection scheme is suggested by using the skin color in the YUV, YIQ, and their polar representations (YUV°, YIQ°). In this approach, a Sobel edge detector and a Gabor filter verify the results of the skin detector. In [11] , the researchers used the CIE-Lab color space for detecting the skin areas in the images. The results were investigated using some geometrical features.
Skin detection results can significantly affect the subsequent feature extraction and pornographic classification. Different researchers have used different techniques such as explicit skin-color space thresholding, histogram model with Bayes classification, Gaussian classifier and etc. in different color space. But, each of these techniques has its own pros and cons [12] .
In this paper, we propose a new method to detect pornography images with high precision. In this method, several features which are simple and time efficient, are extracted from skin region and whole image. For the first time, the Fourier descriptors and signature of boundary of skin region is used as shape descriptor features. Next, important features for pornography which are more distinctive and less correlated are found based on Self Organizing Feature Maps (SOFM) and correlation analysis. Finally, the selected features are fed to parallel classifiers and the output of each classifier is sent to fuzzy decision making component. To assess the performance of proposed method, we compared this system with three other methods on the collected dataset.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the proposed method is introduced. Section 3 describes the experimental results and in section 4 the paper is concluded.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, the proposed scheme for pornographic image detection is introduced. The Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of proposed system.
In this system after some preprocessing such as downsampling, the histogram model provided by [7] is used for skin detection. At that point, the feature vector is extracted from largest skin region. Then, 2 different classifies are fed with the same extracted feature vectors in parallel manner. Finally the outputs of classifiers are combined to make the final decision.
In the following subsections, the feature extraction and selection procedures are discussed in details. Then, the suggested classification system will be described in more details. 
A. Feature Extraction
As mentioned before, in this study, we employ the histogram model for skin detection. Since this skin detection method is pixel based, some non-skin pixels with colors similar to skin may be detected as skin pixels. Therefore, the morphological operations "opening and closing" are applied on binary output (0 for non-skin and 1 for skin pixels) of skin detection to refine the skin regions. For each morphological operation, a disk shape structural element is used. The radius of the disk is set automatically according to the size of the image by Eq. 1.
(1) Where x and y are length and width of image and c is a constant number. The value for c was set 75 for opening operation and 100 for closing operation by experiment.
In the literature, different features have been used to classify the non-porn from porn images [9, 13, 14, 15] . These features can be categorized into three main types: 1) quantitative features related to structure of largest skin region, 2) shape descriptor features which contain information about shape of skin regions, and 3) features related to texture of detected skin regions. In this paper, two new features are presented that improve the performance of classifiers in discriminating between portrait and porno images: Fourier descriptors and number of peaks in signature of largest region boundary. 
The complex coefficients are called the Fourier descriptors of the boundary. The inverse Fourier transform of these coefficients restores s(k) (Eq. 3).
The 0-th Fourier descriptor has no information about shape of boundary. This descriptor contains information about position of largest region but other descriptors are translation invariant. The remained Fourier descriptors contain information about frequency of change in x-y coordination of boundary. So, these descriptor helps classifier to discriminate between smooth boundaries (usually face and rounded objects) and rough boundaries (like a body shape). This fact leads to superiority of our method because it covers necessity for face detection process. Therefore, time and computational complexity will reduce significantly. It must be mentioned that to make Fourier coefficients size invariant, all Fourier descriptors are divided by the magnitude of the 1st Fourier descriptor. Furthermore, to provide orientation and starting point invariance, only the magnitude of the Fourier descriptors is considered. In this study, 10 Fourier descriptors (0th and 2nd-11th) are included in the final feature vector. Figure 2 shows reconstruction of instance boundary using these 10 coefficients and inverse Fourier transform. As obvious, these 10 descriptors contain information about overall shape of boundary. Figure 3 illustrates the different distribution of the 0 th and the 10 th Fourier descriptors over number of porn and non-porn images. Therefore, Fourier descriptors can be stated as good judicious factor between two target classes. 2) Boundary Signature As mentioned before, the second new feature of our work is the number of peaks in signature of largest skin region. In general, a signature is any 1-D function which representing 2-D areas or boundaries. One of the common methods to provide signature of a boundary is to plot the distance from an interior point (e.g., the centroid) to the boundary as a function of angle. Figure 4 shows examples of signatures for a circle and square [17] .
In this way, number of peaks in signature of boundary has some tangible properties about its overall shape. To show competence, Figure 5 illustrates different concentration in arrangement of this feature for 1000 porn and non-porn images. Despite overlap between two categories about some samples, apparently the number of peaks in porn images is more than non-Porn images. 
B. Feature Selection
After extracting new suggested features together with features which are introduced by others, a vector of 108 features is provided for each image. Then, the SOFM Neural Network is used for visualizing clusters [18] . This process alongside correlation analysis has been applied to eliminate the correlated features [19] . Figure 6 shows an instance of analysis has been done by weight planes of SOFM Neural Network to eliminate redundant features. For example, similarity of weight planes about input 3 and 5 demonstrates high correlation between them. Furthermore, uniformity of weight plane of input 3 comparing to other weight planes shows less effectiveness in clustering process.
In this way, the number of elements in feature vector (selected features) decreased to 38. The selected features have been listed as follows: 1-The ratio of weighted skin pixels to image size 
C. Pornographic Classification
Recently, the concept of combining multiple classifiers has been considered for developing highly accurate "diagnostic" systems [20] . Due to this fact, multi parallel classifier architecture is proposed to enhance the performance of pornography detection system. In the proposed approach, two parallel classifiers are exploited to classify the input images to two target categories. To find suitable classifiers, performance of MLP, SOFM, and Neuro-Fuzzy (NF) approach were investigated [21, 22] . The configurations used for three mentioned classifiers are shown in Table 1 . After comparing performance of each of these classifiers, finally the MLP is chosen as first classifier and Neuro-Fuzzy (NF) as second. The details of implementation and comparison are described in experimental result section.
One of the key issues of this approach is how to combine the results of the various classifiers to provide the best approximation of the optimal result. Here, a fusion technique based on fuzzy integral is used. In the proposed method, fuzzy integral based information fusion proposed by [23] is used. For two inputs h 1 and h 2 the combination is:
Where, µ is weight of importance. Figure 7 illustrates the overall diagram of system processes. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To assess the proposed method, a dataset with18354 images (9295 pornography images and 9059 non-porn images) was prepared 1 . These images were downloaded from Internet by crawler and torrent. Also, the non-Porn images typically contain objects with colors very similar to human skin, such as portrait, body parts, athletes, desert, yellow flowers, lions, and so on. From these collected images, 8000 images (containing 4000 pornography images) were used for training the classifiers and 10354 images (containing 4295 pornography images) were used for testing the performance of proposed method. The development environment tool was MATLAB and the computation platform was a personal computer with 2.5GHz of CPU and 3 GB of RAM.
Two criteria used for performance evaluation are true positive (TP) and false positive (FP). TP shows the ratio of porn image which are truly recognized. Also FP represents the ratio of non-porn image which misclassified as porn images. The used configurations of classifiers have been mentioned in Table 1 . To avoid over fitting problem in training process, the cross validation method is used to validate the training procedure. The training performance of MLP and NF are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . The values of TP and FP of each classifier are shown in Table 2 . As shown in the table, while the MLP classifier reaches the highest TP, NF provides the best FP among the others.
As mentioned before, two classifiers based on proposed architecture (Figure 1 ) should be chosen. To select the two best classifiers, different combination of three classifiers like MLP+SOFM, MLP+NF, SOFM+NF have been tested and only the results of best pair (MLP+NF) are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 also compares the proposed method with some related works that were implemented. 9.33% To determine the values of µ in Eq. 4, system performance measured over training set by changing these values between 0 and 1 ( Figure 10 ). In Figure 10 , point A shows the best performance of combined classifier over training set. In addition, point B represents system performance ignoring MLP output and point C denotes system performance ignoring NF output. As it is obvious, performance of this parallel classifier is better than each single ones. Accordingly the values µ(h 1 ) = 0.47, µ(h 2 ) = 0.53 are attained for h 1 and h 2 . Figure 11 shows the classification results on some typical image samples. The misclassification of images (c) and (d) is due to similarity of objects in the images to the specific objects in the porn images. Other images are classified correctly. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, besides introducing new features, a novel scheme for classifying pornography images has been proposed. In this approach, a vector of effective features extracted from skin regions is used for training fuzzy integral based combination of two classifiers (MLP and NF). The proposed approach in comparison with other related works shows acceptable result in terms of TP and FP.
Although the experimental results are convincing but the results can be improved by extracting high level features by detecting objects such as face, breast and so on. Also more researches on type and number of classifiers in proposed architecture will lead to more accurate classifier. 
